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About me
MSc in fish and fishery biology

Background:

Master’s thesis on age-based Bayesian stock-assessment
model for sea trout
Involved in ICES WGTRUTTA and WGBAST working groups
Have worked on electrofishing and salmonid habitat
surveys in the past

Part-time
researcher at
LUKE & doctoral
candidate at the
University of
Helsinki

Salmon stock assessment model for Gulf of Finland
A Bayesian full life-history model for sea trout

Pikeperch modelling for UH for 3 months
Next up:

Game theoretical model for sea trout marine
habitat selection

Basic outline
Different electrofishing practices

1 to 3 sweeps per site usually

Traditional catchability estimates require multiple
sweeps
Estimates are based on removal
sampling and declining catch

Catchability is usually assumed to
be equal for all individuals and
passes

Questions:
How to compare electrofishing surveys with
varying number of sweeps?
How to standardize data collection?
How to deal with catch increases with
increasing sweeps?
How to include habitat information in density
estimates?

The two
schools of
statistical
inference

Frequentist approach:

Bayesian approach:

• The traditional one

• The “new” one (since 1763)

• Gives inference about future
data, under model hypothesis

• Gives inference about the
hypothesis under current data

• Model parameters are fixed
and usually adjusted so that
model predictions fit the
observations
• Uncertainty is thought to arise
from incomplete observations,
i.e. the data is uncertain
• Outputs are an estimator &
standard error
• Model structure is limited by
available data
• 1 vs. 3 sweeps available

• Model parameters are
assigned with continuous
probability distributions,
a.k.a. priors
• Uncertainty about the prior is
assigned with subjective
uncertainty

• Uncertainty is decreased and
parameter values are learned
as data is added
• Output is a posterior
probability distribution, with
all possible solutions
• Not limited by the
dimensions of the data

Hierarchical Bayesian models
• Special case of Bayesian modelling
• Parameters are thought to be draws from a super
population of values
• Each case is interchangeable with each other
• Site-specific trout catchabilities can be seen as draws from
a collection of catchabilities that includes values fir every
site
• I.e. they are different manifestations of the same
thing
• Information flows through the hierarchical system
• Catchabilities in data-poor sites can be learned from
data-rich sites

Previous models
(Bayesian only)

• Models by Wyatt (2002) and
Mäntyniemi et al. (2005)
• Both are able to deal with
unequal amounts of sweeps and
non-declining catches in the data
• Wyatt’s model has a hierarchical
structure
• Mäntyniemi et al. assumed an
unequal catchability in the
population
• Mäntyniemi et al. model tested
with a known trout population
size
• Concluded that assuming equal
catchability almost always leads to
an underestimation of the
population size

• “… at least eight removals might

be needed, when the catchability
is assumed to vary between
individuals and there is poor
prior knowlegde about
parameter values.”
(Mäntyniemi et al. 2005)

Electrofishing catch is modelled as a binomially distributed process,
conditional to the number of trout on site and catchability

Site-specific catchabilities are draws from drainage basin-specific prior

My proposed
model

River-specific catchabilities are draws from a global prior

Globally catchability decreases as the number of sweeps increase

Globally catchability of an individual trout increases as age (size)
increases

Parameters in the
model
X[s,p,a]

N[s,p,a]

number of trout
caught in site s on
sweep p, aged a

number of fish per
site available for
sweep=p

qE_site[s,p,a]

qE_river[river,p,a]

site-specific
catchability

river-specific
catchability

qE_global[p,a]
global catchability
for trout aged a on
sweep p

mu[a]
catchability estimate
for trout aged a

Test data
All wild trout catches from
the Finnish National
Electrofishing register from
2016

528 sites in total from 89
different rivers
• 1 sweep: 381 sites
• 2 sweeps: 86 sites
• 3 sweeps: 61 sites

Reported ages:
All sites modelled as 3
sweep cases, with missing
values

0+, >0+, 1+, >1+, 2+ and NA
• Arbitrary new ages assigned to
uncertain ages, so that ages range
from 0+ to 4+

Results
• 1st run with no data
• 2nd run with data only from 1st sweeps
• 3rd run with data from 1st and 2nd sweeps
• 4th run with all available data
• Monitored variables: expected catchabilities in next fishing campaign at each
sweep for 0+ and >0+ trout

Results

Results

Results
• Priors were clearly updated by the
data
• Adding data from sites with more
than one sweep affected catchability
estimates for 1st sweep
• Uncertainty was unaffected in 0+ and
somewhat increased in >0+ trout

Results
• Update not as clear for > 0+ trout
• Difficult convergence and missing age
data might affect the results
• Assigning new ages for missing values
• Target is a mean over ages 1+ to 4+
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Sweep

% without
Nas

Results
0+
Sweep
1
2
3
>0+
Sweep
1
2
3

Median
prior
run 4
0.13
0.02
0.12
0.04
0.11
0.05
Median
prior
run 4
0.22
0.09
0.22
0.08
0.21
0.08

Mean
prior
run 4
0.15
0.02
0.15
0.04
0.14
0.06
Mean
prior
run 4
0.20
0.09
0.19
0.08
0.19
0.08

Discussion
• Sites with only 1 sweep seem to gain
some information from sites with
multiple sweeps
• Posterior mean and median values
surprisingly low, compared to prior
values
• Somewhat in line with Mäntyniemi et al.
(2005) findings

• Age determinations are important for
age-structured model!

Thoughts about the
model
• Catchability per age model’s
assumptions incorrect?
• Bayesian Model Averaging

• River-level unnecessary?
• Incorporating Trout Habitat Score
into the model

• Score ranks are based on different
catchability assumptions?

• Model should be used as input for
the full life history model
• Negative Binomial distribution

• Yearly time-series structure

Questions:
How to compare electrofishing surveys with
varying number of sweeps?
How to deal with catch increases with
increasing sweeps?
How to include habitat information in density
estimates?
With the model(s)
How to standardize data collection & what
the data is collected for?
Thoughts?

Thank you!

